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QUICK PRINT

Controlling 
UV radiation risks

Learning objectives
 – Describe the risk of UV radiation (the sun) and what it does to our bodies

 – Identify common controls for managing the risk of UV radiation

 – Select appropriate controls for the type of work and be able to justify why they chose those controls

Equipment
 – Hierarchy of controls poster

 – UV radiation controls cards

 – UV radiation controls chart

Note: Recommend completing the ‘Hierarchy of Controls’ Quick Prints first.  

Learning experience
1. To begin, read out statements from the UV True or False prompt (next page). Ask ākonga to put their hands on 

their shoulders if they think it is true and hands on their hips if they think it is false. Discuss any statements that 
were surprising. 

2. As a class, discuss the risk caused by working outdoors in the sun and record on A3 paper or a whiteboard. Consider:

 – What time of the day and year is UV radiation most harmful? They can check the current UV index on most 
weather apps. 

 – Some controls that protect them from the sun may introduce new risks such as heatstroke or dehydration.

 – Work involving welding, lasers and water treatment can expose workers to UV.

3. In small groups, ākonga read out each UV radiation controls card and decide together where it goes on the 
Hierarchy of controls chart. Challenge ākonga to think of other controls they could use.

4. Once complete, share answers as a class and discuss what each control looks like in practice. For example, 
workers might start a job earlier during summer to avoid working during peak UV hours.

5. To finish, as a class discuss scenarios applicable to their work and choose the appropriate controls to protect 
everyone from UV radiation. For example, bringing stock in on a dairy farm; putting up framing of a residential 
home; laying tarseal on a new stretch of highway; installing roofing; being a lifeguard at a community pool; 
delivering the post.

For more background information on UV Radiation visit: worksafe.govt.nz
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https://pathwaysawarua.com/
https://pickled.nz/
http://worksafe.govt.nz
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6ACAsaw2_ENg6Rw2mCIYHw
https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/topic-and-industry/work-related-health/carcinogens-and-airborne-risks/protecting-workers-from-solar-uv-radiation
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UV true or false statements

TRUE FALSE

UV radiation cannot be seen or felt, therefore you may be 
exposed to harmful radiation without knowing

You only need to wear sun protection if you are in the sun for 
a while

The risk of UV radiation should be controlled with multiple 
controls

Using sunscreen with SPF50 means you can stay outside for 
much longer than if you use a sunscreen with SPF15

You can get sunburnt on a cold or cloudy day It is OK to store sunscreen in your glove box

You have to get badly burnt to get skin cancer Sunscreen protects us from all UV radiation

You can get sunburnt while driving Makeup has SPF so if you are wearing it you are fine for the day

If you already have a tan you do not need to worry about 
getting burnt

http://worksafe.govt.nz
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Answers to the UV radiation controls cards activity

ELIMINATE

Working  
at night

SUBSTITUTE

ISOLATE

Work indoors  
or in an  

enclosed  
cabin

ENGINEERING CONTROLS

Change surfaces 
to less reflective 

colours or 
materials

Sunshade or 
shade sails  

over worksite

ADMIN

Job rotation Work outside of 
peak sun hours

Frequent breaks 
in the shade

Provide training 
and education

PPE

Sunblock
Wear a pōtae/
hat and long 

sleeved clothing
Sunglasses Gloves

http://worksafe.govt.nz
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Hierarchy of controls poster

FIRST TRY ELIMINATION

Eliminate risks

IF ELIMINATION IS NOT REASONABLY PRACTICABLE

Substitute Isolate Apply engineering control measures

IF THERE IS STILL RISK

Apply administrative control measures

IF RISK STILL REMAINS – PPE IS THE LAST LINE OF DEFENCE

Use personal protective equipment (PPE)

Most effective

Least effective

Elimination Minimisation

http://worksafe.govt.nz
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Wear a pōtae/
hat and long 

sleeved clothing

Wear a pōtae/
hat and long 

sleeved clothing

Work outside of 
peak sun hours

Work outside of 
peak sun hours

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Provide training 
and education

Provide training 
and education

Job rotation

Job rotation

Gloves

Gloves

Sunblock

Sunblock

Work indoors  
or in an  

enclosed  
cabin

Work indoors  
or in an  

enclosed  
cabin

Working  
at night

Working  
at night

Sunshade  
or shade sails 
over worksite

Sunshade  
or shade sails 
over worksite

Frequent breaks 
in the shade

Frequent breaks 
in the shade

Change surfaces 
to less reflective 

colours or 
materials

Change surfaces 
to less reflective 

colours or 
materials

UV radiation controls cards

UV radiation controls cards

http://worksafe.govt.nz
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UV radiation controls chart

Best way to 
manage risk

A way to 
manage risk

PPE

ADMIN  
CONTROLS

ENGINEERING  
CONTROLS

ISOLATE 
Keep away

SUBSTITUTION 
Replace

ELIMINATION 
Get rid of

http://worksafe.govt.nz

